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All groups of free homeomorphisms of the real line are determined up to topological conjugacy. 
Surprisingly, many of them are lacunary in the sense that no orbit is dense, although the groups 
themselves (with the exception of the infinite cyclic group) are dense subgroups of Iw,. Such 
pathological behaviour is, however, impossible for normal subgroups of transitive groups. 
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1. Introduction 
Our considerations centre around a result of Salzmann [3] and its proof, which 
we repeat here. Let G be a group of homeomorphisms of a space X homeomorphic 
to the’ real line [w. We assume that G acts freely, i.e. g # id fixes no points of X. 
Then g preserves the natural order of X and either moves all points to the right or 
all to the left. Calling elements g of the former kind positive we get a group ordering 
on G, which we call the natural order of G; it is determined up to inversion. Note 
that for x E X, the natural bijection 
cp,:G+xG:g+xg 
onto the orbit of x is order preserving. 
For x E X and positive g E G the sequence of images of x under the powers g” 
is monotone and unbounded, or g would fix its limit. In other words, G is an 
archimedean ordered group. According to a theorem of Hijlder [2, p. 8; 4, p. 1011, 
this implies: 
1.1. Theorem ([3]). With its natural order, every freely acting group of homeomorph- 
isms of a space X = R is isomorphic to some subgroup of the ordered additive group 
R, of real numbers. 
Thus, we may and shall assume that G c [w, and correspondingly write g + h for 
the composition and ng for powers of g E G. If G # 0, there are essentially two 
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possibilities. Either G is dense in R,, or else it has a smallest positive element g,, 
and then G is the infinite cyclic group generated by g,. 
In the cyclic case, it is easy to see that the action of G is equivalent to the standard 
action on R by translations (consider the interval [x, x”o] and its iterated images). 
It is tempting to conjecture that in the remaining case, G=R+, the orbits of G 
in X must be dense. This would imply that again the action of G is standard (see 
Theorem 3.1 below). Now it is true that xc has no least element bigger than x, but 
since xc s X is not a subgroup of a group, this does not preclude the possibility 
that xc encloses gaps. (Incidentally, if this happens, then the compact open topology 
of G differs from the order topology. However, in most cases we shall endow G 
with the discrete topology, or with no topology at all.) 
1.2. Definition. An action of a group G on X is called lacunary if it has no dense 
orbit. 
In Section 2, we shall give examples of lacunary free actions on R. Then we show 
that certain features of these examples are typical. This will imply that no normal 
subgroup of a transitive group can act in this pathological way. Finally we character- 
ize standard actions (Section 3) and use this in Section 4 to show that we have 
actually obtained all examples of lacunary free actions. 
Free actions of Z XZ on the real line correspond naturally to free actions of Z 
on the circle. After submission of the manuscript, I became aware that this particular 
case of our problem has a long history, which goes back as far as Poincare, with 
applications to differential equations. For a comprehensive exposition, see Herman’s 
monograph [ 11. 
2. Lacunary free actions 
Let G be the inductive limit of a sequence of groups and homomorphisms 
Yi:Zi+Zi+l, i20, 
where Zi is infinite cyclic with a preferred generator e, and e; = n,e,+, for some 
positive integer ni. 
Then G is isomorphic to a subgroup of the group Q, of rational numbers, namely 
the group generated by the elements 1 and 
(n, * . . * . lq-‘, isl. 
This group is dense in Q unless almost all ni = 1. Conversely, every subgroup of Q, 
is of this form because Q is countable and the first i + 1 elements of G < Q, generate 
a cyclic group Zi. Note, however, that R, contains many other dense subgroups, 
most of which are uncountable. 
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We may assume that each 2, is a subgroup of G and yi is inclusion. Then we 
have the relations 
n,ei+, = ei. (*) 
In order to construct an action of G on X = R, it suffices to define actions of ei 
compatible with (*). 
The following construction is inspired by Cantor’s middle third set. We start by 
defining, for each i, a collection Yi of mutually disjoint open real intervals. Y$ 
consists of the intervals ]2k, 2k+ l[, for all integers k. The elements of %, will be 
of length L, = (2n,-1)-l. Each gap left by Ce, will contain n, -1 of them, and 
neighbouring elements of ZY, = %$u V, will be separated by a space of length L,. 
Inductively, we get collections Ei of intervals of length L, = L,_,(2n, - I)-’ such 
that neighbouring elements of kYi = ‘8_, u Ce, are separated by a space of length Li, 
which in turn contains n,,, - 1 elements of %‘;+,. 
A free action of ei on R is obtained by mapping each E E 8; onto its right neighbour 
by an affine map, and by translating each ZYi-gap onto the next gap to the right. The 
relation (*) is satisfied, and a free action of the (discrete) group G has been obtained. 
The orbit of x E E E Zj meets each FE ‘8 := Ui %, exactly once. Hence, it is not 
dense, and in fact inherits the discrete topology from R. Since D =U 8 is an 
invariant open set, none of the remaining orbits can be dense. Thus, we have proved: 
2.1. Theorem. Every subgroup of the discrete group Q, of rationals has a lacunary 
free action on the real line. 
In order to verify the statement of this theorem, it would have been sufficient to 
construct one action for Q, and then restrict it to all subgroups H. However, for 
noncyclic H, the action constructed for H directly is nonisomorphic to this restricted 
action. This follows from: 
2.2. Proposition. For the action of G i Q, constructed above there exists a connected 
cross section of the set of all discrete orbits. No such section exists for the restriction 
of the action of G to a noncyclic proper subgroup H. 
Proof. It is easily seen that x G is discrete iff x E D := U 8. Because H is dense, 
exactly the same points have discrete H-orbits. Now G is sharply transitive on 8, 
and each E E 8 is a connected cross section for the G-orbits in D. The proper 
subgroup H cannot be transitive on 8, so no connected subset of D can be a section 
for the H-orbits. 0 
Strange actions of this type are possible even on compact spaces, as the following 
corollary of Theorem 2.1 shows. 
2.3. Corollary. The quotient group Q/Z has a lacumary free action on the circle S,. 
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Proof. Let G = Q act on R as in Theorem 2.1 and take the induced action of G/Z,, 
on the space of orbits R/Z,= S,. 0 
Next we want to show that other countable dense subgroups of R, such as 
(1, JT) = Z X iz also admit lacunary free actions on R. This is best seen by using a 
new description of the actions constructed so far, which is not so easy to visualize 
but works also in the general case. 
2.4. Theorem. A discrete group G has a lacunary free action on the real line if and 
only if G is isomorphic to some countable subgroup of [w,. 
Proof. Suppose first that G has such an action on X I-R. By Theorem 1.1, we only 
have to show that G is countable. Take an orbit B = xG and a nontrivial maximal 
interval I c_ X\B. Then IG is a family of pairwise disjoint open intervals and has 
the same cardinality as G. Since X has a countable dense subset, G must be 
countable. 
Now let G be a countable subgroup of R,. Since the topology of the space X = R 
is determined by its order, we may consider R as a chain (= totally ordered set). 
We start from the ordinary action of G on R and blow it up to get a lacunary one. 
Take an orbit A = xG and form a new chain Y from R by replacing each a E A with 
a closed interval. In other words, let Y be the subchain 
Y = {(x, t) 1 t = 0 v x E A} c IT-8 x[O, l] 
of the Cartesian product with its lexicographic order. This new chain is again 
separable, unbounded and complete, hence order isomorphic to R. 
(Idea of proof: A countable dense subchain of Y is isomorphic to Q. Extend the 
isomorphism as in the proof of Theorem 3.1 below. A complete proof can be found 
in [4, p. 301.) 
Now let G simply act on the first factor, 
(x, t)” := (XP, t), 
to obtain the desired lacunary free action. 0 
2.5. Notes. (a) Instead of A= xG, one can blow up any at most countable union 
of orbits. One gets actions where the discrete orbits have no connected cross section. 
This leads easily to a proof that the number of blown-up orbits is an invariant of 
the action; cf. Proposition 2.2. 
(b) Take a group G generated by n + 1 rationally independent real numbers. 
Then G = Zn+‘, and as in Corollary 2.3 one obtains a lacunary free action on the 
circle for the quotient group G/Z = Z”. 
2.6. Theorem. Every lacunary free action of a noncyclic group G on X G R possesses 
both discrete and non-discrete orbits. 
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Proof. Suppose A = a G is not dense. Choose a non-trivial maximal interval Z = ]u, u[ 
not meeting A. Then Z and Zg are disjoint for each nontrivial g E G; otherwise 
Zg = Z and ug = ZI. This implies that xc is discrete for each x~ Z. 
If aG is not discrete, we are done. Otherwise, we may choose u = a, and we show 
that oG is not discrete. Note that z, $ uG, otherwise there would be a smallest positive 
element g, in the natural order of G. On the other hand, images of u accumulate 
at u since Z is maximal. Thus, images of Z and, therefore, images of u accumulate 
at 0. 0 
2.7. Corollary. A transitive action of a group H on X = [w cannot induce a lacunary 
free action of a noncyclic normal subgroup N 9 H. 
Proof. If xh = y, then h maps the orbit xN onto yN. 0 
2.8. Corollary. The discrete topology is the only topology which makes a group G with 
a lacunary free action on X =-Iw a topological transformation group. 
Proof. For a transformation group, the natural bijection rp,: G + xc onto a discrete 
orbit is continuous. 0 
3. Characterization of standard actions 
3.1. Theorem. Every free non-lacunary action of a group G on X = Iw is equivalent to 
the standard action of some dense subgroup of F%+ (acting on aB by translation). In 
particular, all orbits are dense. 
Proof. By Theorem 1.1, we may assume that G with its natural order is a dense 
subgroup of the ordered group R,. Let xc be a dense orbit. Every y E X determines 
a Dedekind cut of xc. The natural bijection cp;’ maps this onto a cut of G, which 
determines a unique element z E R. Mapping z to y and vice versa we may extend 
cpx and a;’ to order preserving mappings $:R -+X and I,+V:X+R. Then I) and I/J 
are inverses of each other on G and xc, and hence everywhere by density. Thus + 
is an order preserving bijection and a homeomorphism. Moreover, $ is G-equivariant 
on G, i.e. (h +g)’ = (h@‘)” for g, h E G, and hence everywhere on R by continuity 
(i.e., the last equation holds for every h E [w). 0 
3.2. Theorem. Let H be a transitive group of homeomorphisms of X = Iw. Zf H contains 
a noncyclic normal subgroup N which acts freely, then His equivalent to some subgroup 
A of L, = {t + at + bl a, b E [w, a # 0) acting on DB in the standard way. A contains the 
group R of translations t + t + b. 
Proof. By Corollary 2.7, the action of N is not lacunary, and Theorem 3.1 allows 
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us to assume that N is a subgroup of R. Then R is the closure of N in the 
homeomorphism group x(X) (endowed with the compact-open topology). Since 
H normalizes N and S%‘(X) is a topological group, H also normalizes R. Consider 
the larger group K = H. R P R. Under the natural bijection (oil: X = xR + R, the 
action of the isotropy group K, on X corresponds to the linear action on R by 
conjugation, and the action of N on X corresponds to that on R by translations. 
Thus K = K,. R corresponds to a subgroup of L2. Every transitive subgroup of L2 
contains the translations; see [5, 3.21. 0 
4. Determination of all lacunary free actions 
4.1. Theorem. Every lacunaryfree action of a noncyclic group G on X = Iw is equivalent 
to one of the actions constructed in Theorem 2.4 and Notes 2.5 by blowing up standard 
actions. 
Proof. Again, we look at X as a chain. We shall use the characterization Theorem 
3.1 to show that by ‘blowing down’ a lacunary action of G, we can get a standard 
action. 
Consider the set D of points with a discrete G-orbit. We show first that D is 
open. Take a maximal interval I = ]u, v[ containing d E D and disjoint from d G\{d}. 
We show that all x E I have discrete orbits. It suffices to check x E Id, v[. Then every 
positive g E G moves d, and hence x, to the right of v, and every negative g moves 
some e 3 v to d and, hence, moves x to the left of d. Thus, indeed, xc is discrete. 
The closures of the components of the open set 0 # D f X (cf. Theorem 2.6) form 
a collection 8 of mutually disjoint closed intervals. Form a quotient chain Y by 
shrinking each E E 8 to a single point. Then Y is unbounded (because G has 
non-discrete unbounded orbits), separable, and complete, so Y = 08 as a chain. The 
action of G induces an action without discrete orbits on Y. Indeed, non-discrete 
orbits in X remain non-discrete after projection into Y; the remainder of Y is 
countable, and we have just seen that discrete orbits always fill an open set. By 
Theorem 2.6, the action on Y is not lacunary and therefore standard by Theorem 
3.1. Now X can be recovered from Y by the blowing up construction. 0 
4.2. Note. Every free action on the circle can be lifted to a free action on R. 
Therefore, a result similar to Theorem 4.1 also holds for actions on the circle. More 
precisely, up to equivalence all lacunary free actions on the circle are obtained as 
follows. Take the actions of groups G on X =R constructed in Theorem 2.4 and 
Notes 2.5. For all cyclic subgroups 2 s G, let G/Z act on the quotient space X/Z 
by the induced action. 
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